Suitable Sill Protection Tape (Alu-Band or Similar Product) to lap at least 50mm of Building Wrap

Coloursteel Head Flashing
As Shown with additional 200mm strip of suitable Building wrap Lapped over

Suitable Sill Protection Tape (Alu-Band or Similar Product) to lap at least 50mm of Building Wrap

5mm gap
DO NOT SEAL

ColourSteel Sill Flashing
Form 15mm stopends at each end

---

Window Sill Detail
Detail DIR.WIN.R.1.S

---

Window Head Detail
Detail DIR.WIN.R.1.H

---

WINDOWS
PROFILLED METAL CLADDING
ON CAVITY BATTEN
Profiled metal cladding on cavity batten on suitable Building Wrap on Timber Framing

Suitable Sill Protection Tape (Alu-Band or Similar Product) to continue at least 200mm up Jamb from Sill

Deco uninck® ZENDOW DELUX® series uPVC window joinery

Air seal

pre-attached reveal